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ABSTRACT 
Let C 1,. .. , Ck and C {, . . ., C£ be closed curves on a compact orientable surface S. 
We characterize (in terms of counting crossings) when there exists a permutation 'TT of 
{1, ... ' k } such that, for each i = 1, ... ' k, c;( i I is freely homotopic to C; or cj- l. The 
characterization is equivalent to the nonsingularity of a certain infinite symmetric 
matrix. 
We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let cl,. .. , ck and C{, ... ' Cf.:, be primitive closed curves on a 
compact orientable surface S. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) k = k', and there exists a permutation 'IT of { 1, ... , k} such that for 
each i = 1, ... , k 
C' C C' c- 1 
"(i)- ; or 7l(i)- ; ; 
(ii) for each closed curve D on S, 
k k' 
L miner( C;, D) = L miner( C;', D). (1) 
i = l i=l 
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Here we use the following terminology and notation. A closed curve Con 
S is a continuous function C: 51 ~ S, where 51 is the unit circle 
{z E Cllzl = l}. Two closed curves C and C' are called (freely) homotopic, 
and we write C - C', if there exists a continuous function cI>: [O, l] X S1 4 S 
such that <l>(O, z) = C(z) and <I>(l, z) = C'(z) for all z E 51. A closed curve C 
is primitive if there do not exist a closed curve D and an integer n ~ 2 such 
that C - Dn. For a closed curve D and integer n, D" is the closed curve 
defined by D"(z) := D(zn) for z E 51. 
Finally, for closed curves C and D: 
er( C, D) := \ { ( y, z) E S 1 X S 1 IC( y) = D( z)} \ 
er( C, C ) := I { ( y, z ) E S 1 X S 1 IC( y ) = C( z ) , y =fa z} \ , (2) 
miner( C, D) := min {er( C, D) \ C - C, D - D} . 
Proof. The implication (i) =(ii) being trivial [as mincr(C-1, D) = 
mincr(C, D)], we show (ii)= (i). By symmetry we may assume 
k' k' k k 
L L mincr(C/,Cj):s;; L L mincr(C;,CJ (3) 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
By a result of Baer [ l] there exist C1 - C {, . .. , Ck' - C £. such that 
er( ci, ci) =miner( C/, c;) for i, j = 1,. . ., k'. (4) 
We may assume that in fact C; = C;' for i = 1,. . ., k', that q * Cf if i* j, 
and that each point of S is passed at most twice by the C/ (so no two 
crossings of the C/ coincide). 
Let G = (V, E) be the graph made up by the curves C/. So G is a graph 
embedded on S. Each point of S passed twice by the C/ is a vertex, of degree 
4, of G. Moreover, we take as vertices some of the points of S passed exactly 
once by the C/, in such a way that G will be a graph without loops or 
parallel edges. So each vertex of G has degree 2 or 4. 
Now by (1), for each closed curve D: 51 ~ S '\. V, 
k k' k' L mincr(C;,D)= L mincr(C;',D)~ I:cr(C;',D)=cr(G,D), (5) 
i=l i=l i=I 
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where cr(G, D) :=I { z E S1 I D(z) E G} I· Hence, by the "homotopic circu-
lation theorem" in [2], there exist cycles Cw ... , C 111 , ••• , C kl• ... , C ktk in G 
and rationals AU> ... , A lti' ... , A. kl• ... , A ktk > 0 such that 
(i=l,. . .,k; j=l,. . .,t;), 
t, 
L Aij = 1 
j=l 
(i=l,. . .,k), 
k t, 
L L A;iXc'i(e)~I 
i=lj=l 






where v0 , ••• , vd are vertices of G, v0 = vd, and e; is the edge connecting 
V; _ 1 and vi ( i = 1,. . ., d ). ( v 1,. . ., vd, e 1, ... , ed need not be distinct.) With 
each cycle in G we can associate in the obvious way a closed curve on 
S-unique up to homotopy. For any cycle (7) and any edge e of G, 
xc( e) :=number of i E {l,. . ., d} with e; =e. (8) 
We call a cycle (7) nonretuming if e; * e; __ 1 for i = 1,. .. , d, and e 1 =I= ed. 
Clearly, we may assume the C;i to be nonreturning. 
Consider now any vertex of G of degree 4, and denote the edges incident 
with v by e 1, e2 , e3 , e4 in cyclic order: 
(9) 
We call edges e1 and e3 apposite in v, and similarly, we call e2 and e4 
opposite in v. 
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The remainder of this proof consists of showing: 
(i) for each edge e, equality holds in (6c); 
(ii) for each cycle C;i and each vertex v of degree 4, (IO) 
each time when Cij passes V, it goes from one edge 
to the edge opposite in v. 
Having shown this, it follows that each C;i belongs to {C{,(C{)- 1, 
... ,q,,(C,;,)- 1 }, and hence we have (i) in our theorem. 
In order to prove (10), we first show two lemmas. For each vertex v of 
degree 4, we fix one choice e1, e2 , e3 , e4 as in (9). For any cycle C in G, any 
vertex of degree 4, in G, and any i, j E {1,2,3,4}, let 
afi( C) :=number of times C passes v by going 
(11) 
LEMMA A. For any pair of nonretuming cycles C, Din G, 
mincr(C, D) ~ 
L { {313y24 + /324Y13 + t [ (/312 + /334)( Y13 + Y14 + Y23 + Y24) 
vEW 
(12) 
where /3ij := ariC) and Yij := ariD), and w := { v E v Iv has degree 4}. 
[Note that the tenn in (12) with factor ~ contains all products /3ghYij with 
g * h, i =P j, and I{ g, h} n { i, j} I= l.] 
Proof of Lemma. A. We can represent C and D as 
(13) 
where v0 , .•• , V 9 and w0 , •.• , w1 are vertices of G with vs = v0 and wt = w0 , 
f; is an edge of G connecting V;_ 1 and V; (i = 1, ... , s), and g; is an edge of 
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G connecting W;_ 1 and W; (i = 1,. .. , t ), so that k* f;_ 1 for i = 1, ... , s and 
gi * g; _ 1 for i = 1, ... , t (taking indices of v and f mod s, and indices of w 
and g mod t). 
Let A. be the number of pairs ( i, j) E { 1, ... , s} X { 1, ... , t} such that 
V; = wi E W, f; and h+i are opposite in v;, and gi and ) 
gj+l are opposite in wi, while {f;,f;+d * {gi,gi+d· (l4 
So (14) corresponds to 
or 
·xg·+1 J; J 
v,=wi 
gj fi +I 
(15) 
Let µ be the number of pairs (i, j) E {I, ... , s} X {1, ... , t} such that 
(16) 
So µ is also equal to the number of pairs ( i, j) E { 1,. .. , s} X { 1,. . ., t} such 
that 
(17) 
Similarly, let v be the number of pairs ( i, j) E { 1, .. ., s} x { 1, .. ., t} such 
that 
(18) 
Again, v is also equal to the number of pairs ( i, j) E { 1,. .. , s} X { 1, .. ., t} 
such that 
(19) 
Note that the right-hand side of (12) is equal to A. + µ + v. To see that 
miner( C, D) ~ A. + µ + v, note that µ is equal to the number of pairs ( i, j) E 
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{1, ... , s} X { 1, ... , t} such that there exists a number b ~ 1 with 
h+b+l =I= g j+b+l, (20) 
which corresponds to pictures of type 
(21) 
Similarly, v is equal to the number of pairs ( i, j) E {l,. .. , s} X {l, ... , t} 
such that there exists a nurnber b ;;;,. l with 
i+2=gj-l"''' (22) 
Again, this corresponds to a picture of type (21). 
Since each of the intersections of type (21) can be replaced by parts that 
have one crossing or none at all, we obtain mincr(C, D) ~ ;\ + µ + v. II 
Next we study the pattern of the C;i at one fixed vertex v of degree 4. 
Again, let the neighborhood of v be as in (9), and denote for g, h E {l,2,3,4} 
Then: 
k t, 
a~h := agh := I: I: A.ija~"( cij). 
i=l j=l 
LEMMA B. For each fixed vertex v of degree 4, 
(23) 
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with equality only if a 13 = a 24 = 1 and a 12 = a23 = a34 = a 14 = 0. 
Proof of Lemma B. The left-hand side of (24) is not larger than the first 
expression in the following series of inequalities (as the latter is obtained by 
adding 2a12a 34 + 20:140:23): 
where, for g E {1,2,3,4}, 
k t, 
8 == " '°' /... ·Xc'1(' e ) g £... /_, 'J g .. (26) 
i=l j=I 
So by (6c), og ~ l for each g E {l,2,3,4}. Moreover, 
(27) 
Hence the last expression in (25) is not larger than the first expression in 
This proves the inequality (24). In order to have equality we should have 
(29) 
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Now (27) and (29) imply 
Hence a12 = a 34 = a14 = a23 = 0 and a13 = a 24 = l. 
From Lemmas A and B we derive 
k k 
E E miner( cl> ci') 
i =l i'= 1 
k t, k t,. 
= L L L L :X.;iA;·rmincr(C;i'C;·r) 
i=l j=l i'=l j'-1 




..-; L L L L A;iAi'j' L (af3(C;Ja24 (C;·r)+a~4 (C;i)af3 (C;·r) 
i-lj=li'=lj'-1 veW 
L { af3a~ + a~ai'3 + H ( af2 + a3,i)( ai'3 + af4 +a~+ a~4 ) 
veW 
k' k' 
.;; 21WI = L L miner( C/, C;'.). (31) 
i-1 i'-1 
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By our assumption (3), we should have equality throughout in (31). Hence by 
Lemma B, for each vertex v in W, 
(32) 
So (10) holds, and hence we have (i) in our theorem. m 
Our theorem above can be formulated equivalently as the nonsingularity 
of a certain infinite symmetric matrix. Let "tl be the family of equivalence 
classes of closed curves on S, with respect to the equivalence relation - . For 
r, A E "tl we define 
miner( r, A) := miner( C, D) (33) 
for (arbitrary) c E r and DE 6.. So miner is considered also as a function 
from "tl X "tl to l + (=set of nonnegative integers). We can represent this 
function as an infinite symmetric matrix M, with both rows and columns 
indexed by <'€. 
The rows of M are not linearly independent. First of all, the row 
corresponding to the trivial class (0) is all-zero (where 0 is a homotopically 
trivial closed curve, and where ( · · · ) denotes the equivalence class contain-
ing · · · ). Moreover, the rows corresponding to (C) and to (C- 1) are the 
same, since mincr(c- 1, D) = mincr(C, D) for each closed curve D. More 
generally, it is shown in [2) that for each pair of closed curves C, D on S and 
each n E Z, 
miner( en, D) = lnlmincr(C, D). (34) 
So the row corresponding to ( C n) is a multiple of the row corresponding to 
(C). 
Now the theorem above actually says that (34) generate all hnear 
dependencies of rows of M. To explain this, we mention the following result 
of [2): 
for each homotopically nontrivial closed curve C on S 
there exists a primitive closed curve D on S and an 
integer n ~ 1 such that C - Dn. The integer n and 
closed curve Dare unique (up to homotopy). 
(35) 
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Let ~P f; { ( C) I C a primitive closed curve}, so that for each primitive closed 
curve C exactly one of (C) and (C- 1) belongs to <(IP' which we denote by 
[C]. Let M' be the <(IP X <(IP submatrix of M. Then the following is equivalent 
to our theorem above: 
EQUIVALENT FORM OF THE THEOREM. The matrix M' is rwnsingular, i.e., 
the rows of M' are linearly independent. 
Proof of Equivalence. 
I. We first derive the equivalent form from the theorem. Suppose M' 
has linearly dependent rows. That is, there are distinct r l• ... ' rt E <tp 
andA. 1, ... , At ER"-. {O} (with t ~ 1) such that for each tl E <(IP 
t 
L Ai mincr(f;, D..)= 0. 
i = 1 
(36) 
Since M' is an integer matrix, we may assume that the Ai are rational, and 
hence integer. By repeating each f; JA.;J times, we obtain f{, ... , T/ and 
f{', ... ,rt~~ in <(IP (with t' + t" ~ 1), SO that for each fl E '(/P 
t' t" 
L miner( r/' A) = L miner( rt' tl) ' (37) 
i= 1 
and so that {r{, ... , f(,} n {r{', ... , f 1q =0. Now (34) and (35) imply that 
(37) in fact holds for every A E '(/. But then our theorem gives that t' = t", 
and there exists a permutation 7T of { 1, ... , t'} such that I'/ = f ;(; > for each 
i = 1,. .. , t 1• This is a contradiction. 
II. To see the reverse implication, note that condition (ii) of the Theo-
rem implies that for each A E <(? P 
k k' 
'[ miner( [ C;] , tl) = L miner( [ C/] , A). (38) 
i = 1 
Since by the equivalent form of the theorem the rows of M' are linearly 
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independent, we must have k = k' and [C;] = [C;(i)] for each i = 1, .. ., k, for 
some permutation TT of { 1, ... , k } . • 
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